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The Gate Parole 
 
- 
 

Hammers, axes and swords 
Maces, mauls and clubs 
All to arms for the gate 

Armors, shields and helms 
Gauntlets, greaves and gorgets 

All to defend the gate 
 
- 
 

King 
Warriors, defenders and archers 

Mages, priests and callers 
All to protect the gate 

Father, mother, brother, sister 
Young, aged, old and elders 

All to fall for the gate 
 
- 
 

Uphold Droranath 
Prosper Droranath 
Glorify Droranath 
Endure Droranath 

Be Droranath 
Live Droranath 
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Prologue 
 

My name is Toflim. I am a dwarf bard of the Soranath stronghold. I 

was taught and educated by the great and renowned bard Gammer 

Songweaver. Time of study lasted 37 years and at age 79 I chose to 

expand my knowledge and understanding of life and living beings by 

traveling the continents.  

 

It was not a coincidence that I chose to leave Soranath 

simultaneously to the promising young mercenary Bhaine Brownstone. 

I asked him if he would mind having me shadowing him on his 

journeys. As long as I would not be in his way, interrupt or disturb 

him in his matters or annoy him in any other way, he would actually 

enjoy having a travelling partner.  

  So I became the silent observer and biographer of a great evolving 

personality, skilled fighter and most kind and concerned being. Though 

Bhaine was also a private nature he willingly told me of his 

upbringing, early years and always described his done deeds for me – 

any dwarf likes the idea of their portrait being manifested in scribe. 
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Renown and legacy is foremost the most important thing for a 

Droranath mercenary! Though – it seemed to me, that to Bhaine it 

was only an ekstra bonus when helping out people in need. He really 

did his assignments out of pure interest in helping undo unjust actions 

and drive away evil doers. 

 

In the following document I will try to describe the personality of 

Bhaine “Bloodlickr” Brownstone 

and to list some of his most important adventures and encounters.  

 

Starting off with a shoot from the main character himself: 

 

“If you want to describe me and my life, do so! But do not let down 

on information even if I will not answer on your first try! I am very 

stubborn at times, but the story will have to begin at the beginning 

and end at the end! So please ask away!” 
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Information on subject of interest: 

 

Name: Bhaine “Bloodlickr” Brownstone 

Race: Dwarf 

Clan: Droranath, Mror Holds, Khorvaire 

Ancestry:  

- Son of Macsel “Greenhorn” Brownstone and May-Rie 

Greenhope 

- Grandson of Droranath lord Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone.  

Profession: Mercenary (skilled and versatile in many arts of fighting) 

Age: 121 years old 

Height: 4 feet 9 inches 

Weight: 165 lb. 

 

Trademarks:  

  Blood red beard - dyed because of his nickname.  

  Eye patch – left eye was lost after a fight with one of the great  

 poison wyrms. 
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A dwarf named Bloodlickr 

by Toflim the Storyteller, bard and scribe 

 

Chapter 1 – Life entry 

The personal history of a Droranath dwarf rarely describes times 

before his first act of duty. Childhood is not seen as an important part 

of the dwarf life – merely a time to get done with and proceed to 

young adulthood where the first mercenary actions show signs of what 

kind of achievements to expect from this individual.  

 

That said, I still find it necessary to tell the life entry of Bhaine 

Brownstone. His parents May-Rie and Macsel did not seem to be 

blessed with the ability to set an heir into this world. But as faith 

always unannounced shows its face, it came as a big surprise that 

May-Rie suddenly was expecting. 

  The long wanted joy did only last until the night of delivery. High 

roar like squalls announced the arrival of a being with a strong life 

force. The runic life caller and the midwife both agreed that the spirit 
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of the born boy was unbelievable strong and draining, and that May-

Rie’s eyes therefor closed for the eternal sleep after the birth. 

  Just before closing her eyes May-Rie told her husband not to blame 

the child for her death. The boy just wanted to enter this world as he 

was intended to. Her last wish was to name the boy Bhaine – he 

would be her bane, but she was sure that he would be the bane of 

much evil too. She gave Macsel a last kiss and began the journey to 

the stronghold beyond with nothing but love in her eyes. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last words spoken 
Last breath, a wish 
A father to calm 
A son to name 
“He is my love - 
“He is my bane” 

 One life taken 
One life given 

Grieve and sorrow 
Joy and love 

One of the past 
One for the future 

 Same eyes 
Same smile 

Hard not to love 
And not to blame 

Though mother’s bane 
Still father’s son 
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Chapter 2 – The early years 

Dwarven upbringing could seem brutal and hard to eyes and hearts 

not knowing how things are run in the strongholds. In Droranath 

discipline and hard work is part of every beings life from early 

childhood and until liven years burden the body too heavy for active 

duty.  

  Droranath dwarfs are mercenaries by heart, no matter which trained 

combat class they master. To muster the best mercenaries, as 

Droranath has always done, no one is spared or excused from 

training and education.  

  Illness, sickness and injuries will heal with time – so no need to let 

down on training. Only thing gained by that, as proclaimed by Dwarf 

Lord Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone, is less muscle, less skill and less 

discipline, which equals mercenaries who are not up to Droranath 

standards. 

 

Bhaine was not spared and got his part of the hard work as soon as 

he was old enough to participate in daily chores. His father Macsel 

drew him hard through all that could strengthen his body and mind. 
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Bhaine never experienced anything that would suggest that his father 

blaimed him for his mother’s death. According to Bhaine, even though 

his upbringing was marked by very hard discipline and not much 

family time, he never doubted that his father loved him. He states:  

 

  “If my father did not love me – why would he train me to become 

the best mercenary ever spawned of Droranath? Why would he seek 

to educate me and harden my mind? Why would he care that I gained 

a strong foundation to ensure a good career and legacy?  

  No. I am sure he loved me dearly. I could tell from his hard work! 

Even though his disciplinary ear boxing never lacked on force and my 

rear often was flaming red with stripes from his belt, I could see the 

regret and love battling each other in his yes. Regretting that his only 

effective solution to lack of discipline was a beating, and the love that 

made him continue the beating because he wanted me to succeed in 

life.” 
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Chapter 3 – Entering Adulthood 

Following in the footsteps of his father Macsel and grandfather Gjort, 

Bhaine Brownstone took service at the lifeguard of Soranath dwarf 

lord Hjartmar Ingollsson at age 41.  

  The Lord was very pleased to take in Bhaine as his father had 

already served for 85 years and shown to be an out most professional 

lifeguard. Macsel “Greenhorn” Brownstone was at age 123 ranked 

Master of the Throne Guard – as the youngest officer in Soranath’s 

history (reason he got his nickname). 

 

Bhaine carried on his father’s heritage and showed immediate skill on 

the second day of his services, as he singlehanded took down a group 

of 11 orc scouts. The day upon he and a squad of the Wall Guard 

cleared out a nearby orc camp. 

  Dwarf lord Hjartmar was very impressed with the young Bhaine and 

asked him to choose a regiment in the Soranath Hold in which he 

would like to serve. Bhaine chose the Throne Guard so he could serve 

under his father Macsel. The dwarf lord was very pleased to have two 

such promising mercenaries in his lifeguard.  
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Through the 38 years of service under his father in the Throne Guard 

Bhaine gained high recognition and was rewarded generously for all 

his deeds. But Bhaine always refused to accept gold, silver, gems and 

jewelry as pay – he instead asked the dwarf lord Hjartmar for quality 

materials such as hard woods, mithrall, Mroranon steel and boar 

leather.  

  The greatest reward he asked of Hjartmar was permission to use the 

Soranath royal forge and with assistance of the dwarf lord himself 

craft a dwarven war hammer for Bhaine’s personal use. 

 

After a great battle with hordes of goblins outside clan Soranath’s 

stronghold, Bhaine was given his nickname Bloodlickr, because he was 

seen licking his lips during the battle as the goblin blood was dripping 

from his beard. Many stories have since sprung from the original, but 

as any other dwarf Bhaine welcomes anything that enhances his 

renown and legacy. 
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Bhaine did not have a home bound nature like his father; he wanted to 

leave Soranath to venture the world for skills and glory. He returned 

occasionally to fight at his father’s side in minor battles and to show 

his allegiance to Hjartmar Ingollsson. 

 

Dwarf Lord Hjartmar was not pleased to let an officer of such 

renown leave – but for great deeds dwarfs gets special rewards, and 

Bhaine asked to be free of service – leaving on friendly terms. 
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Chapter 4 – More than Blood 

Seven days before departure Bhaine invited me to his chambers located 

near the stronghold gates.  

 

“I thought you would like to see how I live before we leave. It is hard 

to tell much about a person from his backpack only, and I will be 

living out of one for many years from now on!”  

 

His chambers were not small but not big either, just enough space for 

him to live and store his belongings. Only fitted with modest interior – 

a bed, a cupboard, two bookcases and a rug on the floor.  

  What took up most space were war trophies, hunting trophies and 

equipment storage. The chamber walls were plastered with orc fangs, 

boar teeth, minotaur horns, dragon scales, skulls from various beings 

and many other curious items. In racks on the floor there were broad 

swords, long swords, battle axes, double bladed axes, war axes, war 

hammers, large two handers and maces – all were they battle loot and 

memories stored where he could always look at them. On one of the 
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walls some helmets and armors were mounted – also not dwarf 

equipment as far as I could tell.     

 

Only thing that stood out of the entire interior was a little wooden 

shrine on a desk next to the bed. Quite humble, nothing extraordinary 

when looked at from far – but close up it was certain, that this was 

something special.  

  Meticulous carvings covered the entire shrine. Every carving line 

was hammered with thin pure gold. The lock and hinges were finely 

crafted by a skilled smith in nothing less than mithrall silver. Small 

runes were engraved to the lock and the bottom of the shrine. Though 

small in size I had no doubt of the power of these runes. My guess 

was that this shrine had to contain some very personal and very 

valuable belongings – and I was right! 

 

“This tiny wooden chest is my most precious belonging. Nothing, be it 

gold, silver, gems or mithral, can ever be as valuable to me as the 

artifacts it conceals.  
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  These are the only remains I have after my mother. A peace of her 

wedding dress, a lock of her hair, a golden ring and her runic birth 

name stone.  

  Whatever happens, no matter how quick I need to leave a place – 

this would be the only thing I ALWAYS would grab on my way out!”   

 

This was the first time I became aware of the fact that there was 

more to the young dwarf Bhaine Brownstone than the stubborn, 

uncompromising mercenary. 
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Chapter 5 – Words unspoken 

At a stony table four dwarves were benched. 

  I counted a king and his equal. Two kings to be. A 

grandfather and his son. A father and his son. A grandfather 

and his grandson. And last but not least four extraordinary 

beings from the dwarven society.  

  To forego any misunderstandings the four dwaves present 

were: 

  Hjartmar Ingollsson, Lord of Soranath 

  Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone” (283y), Lord of Droranath 

 and Iron Council member. 

  Macsel “Greenhorn” Brownstone, Droranath mercenary 

 and Master of the Soranath Throne Guard. 

  Bhaine “Bloodlickr” Brownstone, Droranath mercenary 

 and second in command in the Soranath Throne Guard.  
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I felt like a fly on the wall. Silent and observant. Tiny and 

unworthy. But never the less I became witness to an out most 

private and sincere séance.  

  Sitting around a roughly and primitive hammered stone table 

the four dwarves did nothing but stare at each other and 

mumble in their beards. To outsiders like pointy eared folks or 

humans the mumbling and intense starring could seem very 

hostile – but in fact I saw nothing but the most heartfelt 

respect and love between family and war comrades. 

  As if they were one being and soul all four dwarves suddenly 

rose to their feet and laid their arms on each other’s shoulders. 

Standing in a circle which to me seemed stronger than any 

stronghold wall they began humming a consistent deep guttural 

tone. The volume rose steady until reaching the level of an 

entire defender battle division’s rallying cry – or so it seemed 

to me as the walls of the small king’s chamber could barely 

withstand the intensity pulsating from the table. 
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  The humming stopped abruptly as had it never been, the 

stronghold arm ring let loose and all four dwarves hailed down 

a large mug of dark mead, belched, starred at each other with 

glimpse in the eyes and broke into spontaneous laughter. 

  They all turned to me and asked me to join the table. The 

farewell séance was over and now was the time to drink and 

eat to everyone’s health and fortune. I must admit – I never 

expected a 283 year old dwarf to take the lead in mead 

drinking - but Gjort Brownstone was the last dwarf standing 

as I tumbled down from my seat and fell asleep on the floor in 

the chambers of Dwarf Lord Hjartmar Ingollsson.  
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Chapter 6 – Farewell, Soranath style 

Two days before departure the Soranath stronghold was totally 

abandoned – every single dwarf and guest was gathered in front of 

the gate to see the young and promising officer Bhaine Brownstone 

start his journey.  

  On a rock platform Hjartmar Ingollsson and Bhaine Browstone 

shook hands and the king conducted the ceremonial free setting of the 

officer by cutting of Bhaine’s insignias and medals and putting them 

in a silk bag. The bag was to be stored in the king’s chambers should 

the officer return and want to reclaim them. 

  A fanfare from the gate horn blowers caught the attention of the 

entire audience. From inside the stronghold a monotone and steady 

march rhythm could be heard. It grew in strength and it was clear that 

a division of soldiers made their way to the gates.  

  Through the gates marched the main division of the Soranath 

Throne guard. All hundred Defenders were suited in heavy armors 

and paraded with heavy shields and war hammers.  

  The Soranath devision split up in two lines and fell in sideways to 

make honor guards for another division parading forward. Marching 
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through the two lines of Soranath guards now came a massive division 

of Droranath Mercenaries all dressed in lighter armors but heavily 

armed. When the Mercenaries had passed the Soranath devisions they 

fell in sideways too and formed lines in continuation to those already 

formed. 

  As all mercenaries had lined up only two dwarfs were still walking 

up between the lines of soldiers. All present be it divisions, guests or 

common audience went down on their one knee.  

  The two remaining dwarfs were Gjort Brownstone and Macsel 

Brownstone. This gesture of respect was not so much in recognition 

of Gjort’s titel as Lord of Droranath, cause he was actually a guest at 

another kings court – the kneeling was a sign of deep felt respect for 

elders in the dwarven society. Though not the oldest living dwarf at 

that time Gjort with his 283 years was by far the oldest dwarf for 

miles around. 

   

  “Eternity” wore a blackened mithral armor. Mithral because a 

normal heavy armor would be too massive a burden for the elderly 

dwarf to wear and blackened because his beard would then stand out 
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better. Gjort Brownstone was known for his beard as well for his age 

– with some rumors going that the beard would be almost as old as 

him – which of cause is not possible. With years it had grown so 

long that it had to be braided in four thick tails which then again were 

braided and fixed with a heavy golden ring just so it wouldn’t touch 

the ground. Whitish silvery in color like mithral and with the black 

armor as background the beard almost gleamed in the sun. 

   

  The sound of the massive Lurr of the Gate blared from somewhere 

behind the outer walls. The crowd grew silent and all eyes were 

focused on the platform where Lord Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone, 

Master Macsel “Greenhorn” Brownstone and now former Kaptain 

Bhayne “Bloodlickr” Brownstone stood face to face. Gjort and Macsel 

side by side facing Bhayne – the final farewell gestures were about to 

be conducted. 

  Macsel Brownstone stepped forward, gave his son a long fatherly 

hug and then presented his expected farewell present: A large 

haversack in softened boar leather, a pair of heavy leather boots in 

same material, sturdy leather gloves with rabbit fur lining, a masterly 
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quilted hooted bear wool cloak with the Soranath and Droranath coat 

of arms finely embroidered in gold, four big processed goats bladders 

for water, an ox hide tent, a solid wooden cart and two strong 

mountain goats. All gifts that were meant to ease Bhayne’s travel and 

protect him from foul weather.  

  From his grandfather Bhayne was given supplies for his long 

journey to Xen’drik: 2 bags of gold pieces (worth unknown), 2 bags of 

silver pieces (worth unknown), 2 bags of cubber pieces (worth 

unknown), 6 barrels of good dark brew, 2 barrels of wine, 1 barrel of 

salted meat, 2 barrels of dried meat, 1 barrel of salted fish, 2 sack of 

potatoes, 2 sack of grain, 2 bags of different bread and biscuits, 

spices, dried herbes and a shrine containing salt. Thereto came a 

firestone, pans, pots and mugs. I started to wonder when Bhayne was 

expected to live out of his bag like he told me some days before. 

 

  Last but not least Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone gave his grandson a 

large runic engraved shield. The shield itself was crafted by Hjarmar 

Ingollsson’s grandfather Ingoll “Forgehammer” Ingollsson who was a 

Soranath sworn Master of the Forge. The shield was given to Gjort 
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Brownstone as a reward for mercenary service but never used in 

battle.  

  Gjort had the shield engraved and rited with powerful warding runes 

and the shield was named Bloodward and dedicated to protect Bhayne 

“Bloodlickr” Brownstone in his coming adventures. 

  Bloodward was forged from the best Soranath metals – light but 

outmost resistant, the runes and runic decorations were made from 

fluorescent green opals and the center piece was a purple round 

polished mountain gem called corrunn. 

 

  To ensure that Bhayne Brownstone’s farewell would not be 

considered a sad happening Hjartmar Ingollsson arranged a two day 

feast for all of the Soranath stronghold’s inhabitants and guests. An 

all you could eat and drink mayhem in honor of the leaving kinsman 

and brother in arms. 

 

All I remember from that event is a loud laughing “Eternity” with beer 

dripping from his voluptuous beard and a singing “Bloodlickr” covering 

me with a blanket before I black out.  
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Chapter 7 – The Departure 

On the day of departure I stood long and waited for Bhaine to arrive 

at the gate. Not because he had told me to be on time, but I didn’t 

want to be the reason for a delayed march off.  

  When “Bloodlickr” arrived at the gate there wasn’t much talking, I 

just tugged my belongings under the tilt that covered the rear load 

section of the carriage. Then I jumped onto the cart’s driver’s bench 

next to him and the journey took its beginning. 

  I had expected more audience to our departure, but besides a few 

waving folks no one seemed to notice our two person caravan. I 

pointed my observation to Bhaine, who lectured me:  

 

“Why should they notice? We already had our feast and farewell 

séance, that’s more than enough attention. People just tend to their 

own things and don’t bother sticking their noses in ours! From now 

on this journey is our own with whatever bad or good experiences it 

brings. Only thing of interest to the Droranath and Soranath 

strongholds now is news of great deeds and accomplishments – 

besides that I shall not bother to communicate too much! It would 
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only be seen as unnecessary and uninteresting disturbance of the daily 

schemes….. which equals time waste!”  

 

  I knotted. The Droranath society was by far a more discipline 

driven stronghold that any other I visited.  

 

  Bhaine turned out to be more chattering than I expected. I don’t 

know if he just liked the fact that I was informed about our travel and 

plans or if he actually did want to start building a sort of travel 

partnership and confidence. Never the less Bhaine started laying down 

his plans for the crossing of Khorvaire:  

 

“I intend on making this travel as comfortable as possible. We will 

follow the large travel and trading routes across Khorvaire, those are 

the best and most safe roads. We’ll take the Orien Trade Road from 

Iron Town over Vulvar to Gatherhold. From there it goes by airship 

to Starislakur. From Starislakur we’ll follow the lightning rail and 

parts of the Orien to The Hilt in sourthern Breland. From there on it 

goes by boat across The Thunder Sea, west around Three Barrel and 
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into Stormreach on the Xen’drik continent. If I did my map reading 

correct it is approximately three thousand miles. The time we will 

spend traveling I cannot foresee though, cause many things can 

happen….. weather, landscape, beasts, folks…. Any can choose to be 

with us or against us! Let’s not rush – step by step, wheel turn by 

wheel turn – And you’ll see, we’ll arrive at our goal. That’s for sure!” 

 

  I asked Bhaine how he could be sure that we would reach our 

destination. He grunted and gave me one of them “I-give-up-with-

this-fella” stare: 

 

“How I can be sure you ask? Let me tell you one thing! I am going 

on this journey to help where help is needed. I am going on this 

journey to make me self a renown and legacy – by time. I am making 

all these preparations for a good and safe travel. How I know that 

I… erhm, we will arrive at our destination? Because I don’t waste 

time!!! And all this would be waste of time if we don’t make it!!! I’ll 

make sure we do!!! And if you come across anyone or anything that 
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has a problem with that fact…. Let’s say it this way; Bloodhand solved 

issues greater than that!!!”     

 

  I didn’t know what exactly to draw from the meaning of those 

words but suddenly I felt very confident that this trip would be no 

problem at all! I think it was the look in Bhaine’s eyes. They showed 

no hesitation, no doubt and only pure faith. He carried on: 

 

“Yes, make sure to note it all in your fancy little book there. But don’t 

think I’ll make things more dramatic just to please your writings! We 

will tend to our own business and make our way to The Tilt. 

Whatever happens on the way to there will happen and we’ll deal with 

things that have to be dealt with if they should come up!” 

 

  Bhaine stopped the cart, found two mugs and tapped them full with 

brew from one of the barrels, then looked at me with a smile in his 

eye and a hint of a smile behind his beard; 
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“Now, my good bard – isn’t one of your proclaimed artistries 

storytelling and merry tunes? What about starting off with a good 

travel song for luck? Bottoms up first – can’t do anything but help the 

creativity! HAHAHAHAHA” 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Footsteps make a trail 
For some to follow back 

The way ahead, with footsteps none 
Shows lands we’ve never run 

Be brave and curious 
Make new trails, step by step 
Lead ahead and folks will come 
Make them dream, inspire some 
 

You might be steady, some shall be 
Don’t block our way, our minds are free 

Land and sky and sea 
The longing for adventure sets us free 
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Works to be re-worked  

 

At his departure his grandfather Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone, 283 of 

age, Iron Council member and Lord of Droranath gave Bloodlickr a 

large runic shield, forged in Soranath by Ingoll “Forgehammer” 

Ingollsson himself.  

 

And so it began – the story of Bhaine “Bloodlickr” Brownstone’s 

adventures and achievements. At age 79 and therefor still a youngster 

Bloodlickr walked his own path and ventured from the familiar far off 

Mror Holds in eastern of Khorvaire to Stormreach in the vast and 

unexplored southern continent of Xen’drik. 
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Bloodlickr’s Stormreach Chronicles  

 

Macsel Brownstone and Yorrik Amanatu had served together in the 

Throne Guard of Soranath Hold. To honor their friendship The Coin 

Lord promised to be Bhaine’s contact and skill master during his stay 

in Xen’drik. 

 

Taking on his nickname to conceal his real identity Bloodlickr quickly 

became a name of renown. Bloodlickr did not take on service in the 

City Guard but sought to help out whoever would be in need of his 

services – rich or poor, human or orc – as long as he could fight and 
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vanquish creatures of the darkness that slowly became a major treat to 

whole Xen’drik. 

 

Uncommon for dwarves Bloodlickr seeks out fighters of other races to 

join them in adventures – only to become stronger and more skilled 

and to learn new fighting styles and mechanisms – he wants to be the 

best – or as good as he can get! 

 

Time goes by and Bloodlickr is still standing against the tide. At age 

121 he has now served the people in and around Stormreach for 42 

years.  

  He has made himself a name amongst those who seem most 

important to him – common people, merchants and adventurers.  

 

Bloodlickr keeps his father and grandfather at pace with his 

achievements and trying to keep up correspondence even though 

distance is great. This way he is occasionally informed about his 

family’s whereabouts and doings.   
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  Bloodlickr’s grandfather Gjort “Eternity” Brownstone is now 325 

years old - too old to keep up his leadership and political duties 

“Eternity” has resigned from the Iron Council and passed on his 

council seat and the throne of Droranath to his son. Macsel 

Brownstone was crowned Lord of Droranath at age 201 and is 

carrying on the ways of his father. 

 

In Stormreach it is common for adventurers to join forces in holds 

called guilds. Guilds are resourceful groups where you easily find 

mission comrades and adventure supplies.  

  Bloodlickr owns no loyalty to a faction or a guild but is always 

loyal to his friends. He has visited a couple of guilds – and may seek 

new paths in the future to acquire new friendships and allies. He is 

quoted the following:    

 

“Adventuring and fighting is only fun when you can be a hundred 

percent certain that your comrades have you back!” 
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What to expect 

 

Uncommon for dwarves Bloodlickr seeks out fighters of other races to 

join them in adventures – only to become stronger and more skilled 

and to learn new fighting styles and mechanisms – he wants to be the 

best – or as good as he can get! 

 

Bloodlickr is a sturdy and persistent nature who never stops fighting if 

allies are in danger. Rather than letting an ally fight alone,  

  He would go to the Battlegrounds Beyond himself in the efforts to 

assist.  In him you have a loyal, concerned and very fierce ally and 

friend. 
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Though not a dwarf’s strongest side of personality Bloodlickr tends to 

be very social and humorous.  

 

 

 

 

Possessions of sentimental value: 

 

Bloodwall, Runic Large Shield: Given to Bloodlickr’s grandfather by 

former Dwarf Lord Ingoll Forgehammer of Mror Hold clan Soranath, 

as a reward for 175 years of service. 

 

Bloodward, Heavy Armor: Purple Dragon Knight armor gained as 

present after helping the Knights – altered and fitted for Bloodlickr. 

 

Bloodhand, Dwarven war hammer: Bloodlickr’s first self-crafted 

weapon. Through time encountered many foul beast and mighty foes – 

which imbued it with devastating powers. 
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Most memorable quotes 

 

"We still hone the hammer which slew your kin. Tis’ still sharp and 
ever-ready!" 

- 
"A mead in the hand, is worth two goblin heads in a bush!" 

- 
"Guard your life and guard your beard. In that order!" 

- 
"It is easy to fool a goblin, but even easier to kill one!" 

- 
"Even a clot of sand can sharpen an axe!" 

- 
“Best tool you can ever bring is a friend!” 

- 
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“In mountains’ stony stomach, at wet bed of the sea, deep in tangled 
forests dark or high above silky clouds – Call my name in need, and 

I’ll be there!” 
 
 


